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Purpose 
1. The technical strategy must address the provision of Ellucian products where the Amazon Web Services 

cloud is not available, such as in Canada, and other countries.  Ideally the technology choices can be 

deployed on alternative web platforms.  At worst, the architecture should have well defined 

dependencies which can replace when operating on other cloud platforms.   

2. Additionally it believed that the ability to perform complex analytic queries on JSON should be 

investigated and the suitability of Postgres determined. 

Sources Consulted 
 http://www.slideshare.net/paramitap/gartner-magic-quadrant-for-data-warehouse-database-

management-systems 

 http://www.couchbase.com/ 

 http://docs.couchbase.com/4.0/n1ql/index.html 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fxYf4cIxXiw – migrating mysql to n1sql 

 https://www.mongodb.com/faq 

 http://www.vertica.com/ 

 http://voltdb.com/ 

 http://www.nuodb.com/ 

 http://hana.sap.com/abouthana.html 

 http://www.xtremedata.com/ 

 http://www.simba.com/resources/data-access-standards-library 

 https://community.dev.hp.com/t5/Vertica-Blog/Configuring-HP-Vertica-for-a-Multi-Tenant-Solution/ba-

p/228514 

Current Situation 
The current data warehouse architecture is dependent upon PostgreSQL, Redshift and Pentaho.  PostgreSQL and 

Pentaho are available in multiple environments, thus the issue concerns the use of the Redshift Database.   The 

architecture consists of the following elements: 

 Current State – PostgreSQL 

 Transformation Processing – Pentaho 

 Dimensional Model Staging – PostgreSQL 

 Dimensional Model Analytic Queries – Redshift 

http://www.slideshare.net/paramitap/gartner-magic-quadrant-for-data-warehouse-database-management-systems
http://www.slideshare.net/paramitap/gartner-magic-quadrant-for-data-warehouse-database-management-systems
http://www.couchbase.com/
http://docs.couchbase.com/4.0/n1ql/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fxYf4cIxXiw
https://www.mongodb.com/faq
http://www.vertica.com/
http://voltdb.com/
http://www.nuodb.com/
http://hana.sap.com/abouthana.html
http://www.xtremedata.com/
http://www.simba.com/resources/data-access-standards-library
https://community.dev.hp.com/t5/Vertica-Blog/Configuring-HP-Vertica-for-a-Multi-Tenant-Solution/ba-p/228514
https://community.dev.hp.com/t5/Vertica-Blog/Configuring-HP-Vertica-for-a-Multi-Tenant-Solution/ba-p/228514
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Design Strategies 
Our design approach seeks to perform business analytics directly on JSON data, but recognizes that limited 

objectives are achievable, and consequently a relational database are likely to be  required to support the 

requirement of BI tools. 

Document Oriented Approach  
The prospect of performing BI processing directly from HEDM entities by BI tools is an appealing vision.  In 

document oriented databases, documents are typically expressed in JSON in a denormalized form that 

anticipates certain common query patterns.  The HEDM schemas are very fine grained and will most likely 

require denormalization to a flatter model to achieve acceptable performance in a document database. New 

HEDM entities at a higher level that reflect denormalized view would need to be created. 

 While Some BI tools have an ability to directly access a JSON data store (e.g. Pentaho, JasperSoft) a SQL 

interface to the database is required. 

 PostgresSQL has support for a JSON datatype and SQL support for queries. Additionally PostgresSQL is 

currently being used for the data platform.  

 The Couchbase database as a SQL capability looks very promising, and is an in memory system. Thus it 

should be faster than Postgres.  

 MongoDB has a huge and growing market presense, but requires Simba to export a SQL interface to BI 

tools. 

 Consequently we should start by trying PostgresSQL for BI tools.  If there are interface, functional, or 

performance issues, we should try Couchbase or MongoDB. 

Relational Approach 
The relational approach is well suited to BI tools and is familiar to business analysts. Relational Databases come 

in many flavors: 

 Conventional databases, such as PostgreSQL,  are usable for smaller data sets, and limited numbers of 

users.  They are ideally suited for OLTP processing, but are slower for OLAP processing. 

 Memory oriented databases eliminate the need for predefined aggregates due to their high 

performance.. 

 MPP Databases excel at computing aggregates on petabyte scale.   

 New SQL Databases are aimed at mixed OLTP/OLAP  using different architectures, such as in memory 

approaches.  NuoDB, SAP Hana, and VoltDB are examples of such databases.  

 Column oriented databases have a low price for replicated data as the columns are heavily compressed.  

Column oriented databases excel at analytic queries. 

 Hadoop databases excel at storing data at the petabyte scale. They have SQL interfaces designed for ad 

hoc reporting.  While they are faster than tools like Hive, they don’t match the performance of a true 

MPP database.  
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Evaluation Criteria 
The following are the key criteria in selecting alternatives to Redshift. 

 SQL Support  

 Deployment Options ( Cloud Vendors, On Site) 

 Column Oriented  

 Mult-Tennant capable 

 Vendor Lockin 

 Market Presence 

 In Memory 

Prioritized Document Database Candidates 
At best these could solve a part of the DW requirements.  But tests would be interesting to see how far they can 

take us. 

 

DBMS Features Assessment 
 

Postgres Relational but supports JSON 
OLTP but tailorable for OLAP 
Used by iHUB today 

Default answere since iHub uses it. 
Ability to perform complex queries 
needs to be assessed 

MongoDB Document Oriented 
Installable on any cloud platform 
Huge market and growing 

Huge market makes it the first 
alternative to Postgres 
Lacks SQL interface.   
Simba product can provide SQL. 
 

CouchDB Document Oriented 
Installable on any cloud platform. 
Memory based for high performance 
Powerful SQL language to support analytic 
queries on JSON 

Strong SQL on JSON makes it 
interesting. 
Smaller but growing market than 
MongoDB 
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Prioritized Relational Database Candidates 
These relational databases could all substitute for Redshift.  The order is in in subjective simplicity of change to 

the current approach.   

DBMS Features Assessment 
 

Redshift Simple MPP Column Store  
Similar to PostgresSql 

Managed Service is a plus 
But Only available on AWS 
Limited functionalty  
Need option for other vendors 

Postgres Relational 
OLTP but tailorable for OLAP 
Used by iHUB today 

Has SQL and JSON support with unknown 
functionality. 
Since it is selected today need to prove it is not up 
to the job. 
Only 1 DBMS for all of the DW is a plus 
Need a copy configured for DW mode of operation 
Scalability may mean one instance per customer. 

Vertica Relational 
Column Oriented DBMS 
Available on multiple cloud hosting 
platforms. 
In memory database 
Multi-tenancy is feasible with one 
schema per client 
Access to Hadoop via Vertica SQL 
language 
Integration with analytic tools such as 
Tableau and Pentaho 

 

Seems to fit the bill. 
Available on AWS 
Plugin replacement for Redshift with bulk loading 
Need to manage it ourselves 

Oracle TimesTen Relational 
Row Oriented 
in Memory 

Plug Compatitible SQL, less lockin than Hana 
Oracle again? 
Per CPU Pricing 
Probably one instance per customer 

SAP Hana Relational 
Column Oriented DBMS 
Available on multiple cloud hosting 
platforms. 
In memory database 

 

Great story. Great market presence.  
Encourages stored procedures, something we want 
to avoid.  
But strong possibility of extreme vendor lockin.  
Probably one instance per customer. 

XtremeData Column & Row  Oriented DBMS 
Available on multiple cloud hosting 
platforms. 
Designed for mult-tennant solutions by 
cluster partitioning 

Very Similar to Redshift. 
Multi-tennant support 
Row & Column support could simplify design. 
Business risk due company size.   
Small market size. 
Technical risk as documents not updated since 2012. 

NuoDB Relational 
Row Oriented 
in Memory 
OLAP/OLTP Optimized 
Multi-Tennant optimized 

Multi-tennancy and in memory with scaling is 
interesting. Mixed workload optimization. 
But our OLTP is separated and we need to optimize 
OLAP.Trades speed for column optimization 
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Moving Forward 

Relational Track 

Create Tests 

 Formulate a set of SQL queries that can be run on each platform to evaluate functionality and 

performance.   

 Establish Cognos test cases 

 Establish Tableau test cases 

 Run tests on Oracle to establish baseline performance 

 Run tests against analytical databases to compare against delta results 

Redshift Track 

 Run tests against Redshift installation to get performance metrics 

 Document work and steps to reproduce work 

 Cease any more work 

PostgresSql Track 

 Load with test JSON from simulator 

 Ability to ETL is already established 

 Attempt reporting with Tableau 

 Denormalize HEDM into JSON  via Pentaho ETL 

 Attempt reporting with Tableau 

Vertica Track 

 Study Vertica documentation 

 Install Vertica 

 Load Vertica with schemas used for Redshift 

 Load Vertica with data used to load Redshift 

 Run performance test cases 

 Make decision to continue to look for alternative 
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Document Database Track (Optional) 
This track is designed to see how much of the analytics could be done in a document database without the the 

need to ELT the data into dimensional stars in a relational database. 

Preliminaries 

 Create Set of analytic queries to try 

 Create JSON to load 

 Design denormalized documents 

 Create Pentaho ETL to denormalize  

Postgres 

 Load with JSON data 

 Load with denormized data via Pentaho 

 Query with Tableau 

 Assess performance and functionality 

MongoDB 

 Load with JSON data 

 Load with denormized data via Pentaho 

 Set up Simba for SQL interface 

 Query with Tableau 

Couchbase Track  

 Load with JSON data 

 Load with denormized data via Pentaho 

 Query with Tableau 

 

 

 


